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Weaponlord has many endings, which can sometimes get confusing for people 
not familiar with the game. 
In this FAQ I will list the requirements to get all the endings. 
If you want descriptions or the complete dialogue, visit the ending page at 
http://www.vgmuseum.com/end/snes/a/wl.htm 
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There are two game modes, -Story Mode- and -Arcade mode-. 
In -Story Mode-, the ending you get is your character's conclusion of his story, 
while in -Arcade mode-, the ending you get is the background story of your 
character.

Let's start with -Arcade Mode-. 

-="Adventurer" and "Warrior" difficulties.=- 
If you play in the "Adventurer" and "Warrior" difficulties you'll only get the 
credits after beating the last boss. It's the same for all characters. 

-="Barbarian" and "Warlord" difficulties.=- 
If you play on "Barbarian" and "Warlord" difficulties you'll get your 
character's ending. However, if you play on "Barbarian" level the ending WILL NOT 
be complete. You must play on the "Warlord" level (which is the hardest) to see 
the complete ending. So, if you want to see the full ending forget about all the 
other difficulties and just play on the hardest level. 
There's only one ending per character in this mode. 

Now let's continue with -Story Mode-. 

-="Adventurer" and "Warrior" difficulties.=- 
If you play in the "Adventurer" and "Warrior" difficulties, after beating 
the last boss you'll get a message saying that your skill is improving, 
that you must fulfill the prophecy and to try a harder level. 
The ending is the same for all characters. 

-="Barbarian" and "Warlord" difficulties.=- 
If you play on "Barbarian" level the ending WILL NOT be complete. 



You must play on the "Warlord" level (which is the hardest) to see the complete 
ending. So, if you want to see the full ending forget about all the 
other difficulties and just play on the hardest level. 

-Korr: 
Korr has two endings, one if you finish the game by just beating the enemies 
and the other if he performs a fatality on Bane. Must be played on "Warlord" 
difficulty to see the complete ending on both cases. 

-Bane, Divada, Talazia, Zorn, Divada and Jen-Tai: 
All the other characters (except Zarak) only have one ending as far as I know. 
Must be played on "Warlord" difficulty to see the complete ending. 

-Zarak (Secret Character): 
Zarak's breaks all the rules with his endings. 

-=1st ending=- 
If you beat the game on "Adventurer" and "Warrior" difficulties you 
will not get a 'Try again' message or an incomplete ending, you will 
instead get an original ending, albeit a bit short. 

-=2nd ending=- 
If you play on the "Barbarian" and "Warlord" level you will get a different 
and especial ending. On the "Barbarian" level it cuts really short, however, 
on "Warlord" level it continues but it cuts short again, unless... 

-=3rd ending=- 
The 3rd ending is actually just the 2nd ending with a few more scenes. 
If you play on the "Warlord" level and manage to perform a fatality on every 
character of the game, the ending will start just like the 2nd ending and then 
continue where the 2nd ending left off. 
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I will list here passwords for both Super Nes and Genesis at the last boss for 
the characters with multiple endings. 

-Korr: 
Warlord difficulty, standard ending: 
BYB YAB AAB YBY YBB BAB (Super NES code) 

Warlord difficulty, especial ending: 
BBY ABB YYY YYY AAB BYB (Super NES code) 

Warlord difficulty, standard ending: 
None yet. (Genesis code) 

Warlord difficulty, especial ending: 
BBB BBA CAB CCB AAB AAB (Genesis code) 

-Zarak: 
Adventurer, standard ending: 
None yet. (Super NES code) 

Warlord difficulty, incomplete especial ending: 
ABY YAB AAA BYB BAB AAB (Super NES code) 



Warlord difficulty, complete especial ending: 
BAB YYY YYY AAB BBA AAY (Super NES code) 
*You need to perform a fatality on the last boss to get it. 

Adventurer, standard ending: 
None yet. (Genesis code) 

Warlord difficulty, incomplete especial ending: 
BAC CCC BAB BBB BCB ABA (Genesis code) 

Warlord difficulty, complete especial ending: 
BCB BBA BCC AAA BAB ABB (Genesis code) 
*You need to perform a fatality on the last boss to get it. 
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-Thanks to DEATHSCHILD for all the help getting the complete ending for Zarak 
and for playing the game multiple times to get the Genesis version password. 
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